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A chemistry wiki to facilitate and enhance
compound design in drug discovery
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At AstraZeneca a focus on hypothesis-driven design and the formation of drug design teams has placed a

greater emphasis on collaboration in the drug discovery process. We have created a novel software tool

based on the principles of wikis and social networks to facilitate collaborative working, visual planning

and incorporation of predictive science to improve design capability. Monitoring the design and make

process via the tool enabled the identification of bottlenecks and delays. Solutions to these problems

were implemented, reducing the time taken from the initial idea stage to the generation of the

synthesised compound by more than 50%.
Introduction
In the recent past, drug discovery efforts, as exemplified by multi-

parallel synthesis (MPS) and HTS, have focused on making and

testing ever increasing numbers of compounds. The unstated

hypothesis underlying this strategy is: ‘make and test enough

compounds and the right one will be found’. However, drug-like

chemical space is vast [1] and the probability of finding the ‘right’

compound, particularly when limited by chemistry techniques

amenable to rapid and parallel compound synthesis, must be

small. Recent analyses of the industry seem to confirm this [2–

5]. The rate of successful drug discovery has not increased since the

introduction of these techniques.

The alternative strategy is to focus on quality compound design,

aided by all the experience and tools at our disposal. This more

focused approach should not be limited by what might be con-

sidered ‘easy’ chemistry but should exploit advanced synthetic

chemistry techniques to make the chosen compounds. The impli-

cation is that, with potentially longer synthesis routes per com-

pound, fewer compounds will be made. This requires the

compound designers to select clearly and prioritise the best com-

pounds for synthesis. It also places a heavier burden on the design

part of the design-make-test-analyse (DMTA) process, where it is

imperative that expert designers (from different disciplines) col-

laborate and share knowledge effectively so that the greatest value
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can be derived from the data and the best compounds designed to

reach a candidate drug in the fewest possible number of design

iterations. At AstraZeneca drug designers have embraced these

principles of hypothesis-driven design and have formed design

teams of medicinal, computational, synthetic and physical che-

mists with pharmacokinetics experts on each project [6–8].

Working effectively as a team cannot be taken for granted,

especially because design team members at AstraZeneca are not

necessarily located together; projects often being split between

research sites. External pressures on drug discovery mean that

pharma companies are increasingly using services, including che-

mical synthesis, provided by contract research organisations

[9,10]. Furthermore, even for the simplest case where a project

exists at a single site and with in-house resource, the role of the

designer (medicinal chemist) and the role of the maker (synthetic

chemist) commonly mirror the outsourcing model and are kept

separate, potentially creating a disconnect between these roles.

These separations create additional challenges for design teams in

collaborating efficiently.

Compound design tracking
It was quickly realised that in order for design teams to function

effectively they required additional tools and infrastructure. Team

members needed a means of recording and assessing each new

design idea in a transparent fashion. They needed a platform for

sharing files and data (linked to a design idea), so they could easily

collaborate and they required a way to visualise the current design
2012.09.002 www.drugdiscoverytoday.com 141
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FIGURE 1

An example of a design idea as presented in the wiki environment. The various fields are completed within a template and hyperlinks are created to enable
compounds or comments to be attached to this idea. Compound is AZD1092 [25].
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ideas and their progress. Previous work in this field has highlighted

the benefits of having a single tool to manage the DMTA workflow

[11–13], of integrating data sources within a common interface

[14,15] and of capturing medicinal chemistry knowledge for future

design [16,17]. While learning from these examples, we opted for a

novel and flexible solution to fit exactly the requirements of design

teams at AstraZeneca.

Web2.0 technologies [18] and social media (as exemplified by

Facebook, Wikipedia and Amazon) were deemed to offer the

required features. These web-based solutions are transparent,

always up-to-date, open for all users to view and contribute to,

interoperative (i.e. they bring in data from multiple sources) and

completely customisable (i.e. displaying the same data in various

different ways to suit the task or purpose at hand). Moreover, by

putting the tool at the heart of the process it was not seen as an

overhead – something extra to be done and therefore neglected

when time pressures were felt – but rather integral to the work,

ensuring it remained useful and relevant. In terms of software

development Web2.0 offers many advantages. There is no client-

based software to write or support, updates take place on the server

and there is no requirement to roll out updates to individual users.

Additionally, production and pre-production versions can be

maintained in parallel and rapid software revisions can be tested

and then implemented with minimal impact on the user.

The prototype tool created was named the Compound Design

Database [19]. It repurposed the mediawiki technology (as used for

Wikipedia; http://www.mediawiki.org) to create design pages for

each project. Simple templates were used to facilitate creation of
142 www.drugdiscoverytoday.com
new design ideas, where the designer could draw an example

structure and enter details of their hypothesis. Chemoinformatics

functionality was plugged into the wiki environment to provide

true chemical structure understanding, rather than merely images.

Molecular information was stored as SMILES. These were pasted

directly or created by sketching molecules with the integrated java

applet and the structure automatically displayed.

Initially projects simply used these pages as a focus for discus-

sion and decision making. Keeping the open and inclusive nature

of Web2.0, no user access restrictions were put in place – with all

users free to contribute design to any project. The tool continued

to evolve as projects used it, adding more fields to the template to

capture the status of an idea and the priority as well as the ability to

link files relevant to the design idea (Fig. 1). Utilising the archi-

tecture that underlies the wiki, the information was extracted from

these pages and turned into a useable database. This greatly

enhanced the potential of the tool and the ability to add lists of

potential compounds for each design was added. Each compound

could then have various metadata added, including date of crea-

tion, whether or not it already existed in the AstraZeneca com-

pound collection (or similarity to its closest neighbour) and notes

for synthesis such as reagent availability. Links were made to other

databases and tools using molecular structure (encoded as a hash)

as the unique key. This freed us from a reliance on any particular

common language or technology between databases or tools. All

relevant data were presented to the user or linked from a single

hub, enabling informed decision-making (Fig. 2 for details of how

the Compound Design Database is connected to other systems).

http://www.mediawiki.org/
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FIGURE 2

Information flow for the Compound Design Database (CDD) showing how data are collected from various sources and remixed in a variety of ways for output.
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Enhancing compound design capability
It was quickly recognised that an opportunity existed to exploit

this database containing new, and potentially soon-to-be-made,

compounds further. Additional computational tools were brought

to bear and predicted properties were computed for all compounds
FIGURE 3

An example of a custom view showing predicted properties and 3D visualisation o

information.
using robust global QSAR models, using AstraZeneca’s C-Lab plat-

form [20–22]. Other validated local QSAR models were used on a

project-by-project basis to predict more properties of interest.

Various 3D structural techniques were automatically run on

compounds from the database, including protein docking and
Drug Discovery Today 

f docking into the protein structure. Hyperlinks provide access to additional
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pharmacophore similarity, with a new view to aid visualisation of

the results. Custom views were created, based on a project’s needs,

to view the crucial information required to support decision

making. Fig. 3 shows a typical view for a project where key

predicted properties are presented for a set of virtual compounds

and the compounds can be visualised docked into the protein

structure. The design team uses all these data to help prioritise

compounds and aid decision-making, for example prioritising

compounds based on favourable protein-docking or superior pre-

dicted potency. Final decisions are recorded by flagging de-priori-

tised compounds as ‘not for synthesis’. Ultimately, for synthesised

compounds, the measured potency and other data were added (in

another custom view). This facilitated analysis and the testing of

the original design hypothesis.

One of the more effective additions to the tool was an automatic

toxic substructure scan. It is well recognised that the pharmaceu-

tical industry as a whole faces the challenge of predicting toxic

outcomes early [23,24]. From various data sources and the wide

expertise within AstraZeneca a list of chemical substructures

known to be associated with toxic outcomes was collated. As

newly designed compounds were added to a design idea they were

compared against this list and if a match was found it was flagged

up to the user with a brief description of the evidence and some

ideas about how to avoid the problem (where known). In this way

potentially toxic compounds were flagged up to the design team

well in advance of synthesis, enabling informed decisions to be

made on progression and possibly avoiding costly attrition later.

Visual planning
The data collected from all the design ideas on a project could be

remixed and presented in a variety of ways. One of the most useful

views was a visual progress chart. This enabled users to view the ‘live’

design ideas on the project (i.e. new ideas, those with decisions

pending and those that were progressing through to synthesis and

testing). There were originally four status categories displayed: new,

in design, synthesis/testing and complete. They were shown as four

columns of a table. Only the most recently completed ideas were

displayed; the remainder (and a fifth category: parked) were

archived, although they could be accessed if required. Each design

idea was represented by an entry, detailing summary information

for the idea: its name, example structure (on mouse hover), priority,

number of associated compounds and a hyperlink through to the

full description in the wiki. Later the progress chart was expanded to

include additional options to colour-code the chart (e.g. by chemi-

cal series, by priority or by time spent at the current status level –

useful for identifying slow-moving ideas).

Other views were also constructed, including a ‘chemists view’,

to help the laboratory chemists see which compounds had been

prioritised for synthesis, and (via a separately written piece of

software) a ‘testers view’, where assay test requests could be made

easily for real and virtual compounds – and testers could extract

lists of compounds to be plated out for each assay run. Export to

other programs for further data visualisation and analysis was also

supported.

Tracking design practice
With the use of the Compound Design Database established, it

became possible for us to track various aspects of a project’s design
144 www.drugdiscoverytoday.com
portfolio and of individual design ideas as they progressed –

including the ability to look at averages and trends across and

between projects. An improvement activity was then set up to

identify suboptimal behaviours and processes, and to implement

solutions.

One of the initial changes made was to the visual progress chart.

Some additional stages to the process were identified that would

trigger actions from team members. The ‘design’ category was split

into two stages: ‘in design’ and ‘design locked’ (as shown in Fig. 4);

the latter category being a signal to the chemistry team to inves-

tigate the synthetic route and order all reagents that could have a

long lead time. This successfully eliminated one source of wasted

time between design and synthesis. The ‘synthesis/testing’ cate-

gory was also split into ‘work in progress’ and ‘synthesis complete’;

with the latter being added to enable the tool to track more clearly

whether a design hypothesis was in synthesis or in testing. Fig. 4

shows an example progress chart and Table 1 summarises the

different status identifiers and the activities associated.

An early finding that led from measuring lead time was that

many of our design ideas took much longer than expected to be

realised. For one project, half of all design ideas took 27 weeks or

more to become actual compounds. This was not a failing of

synthetic chemistry but rather it was found that some ideas spent

weeks, having been fully worked up by the design team, waiting in

a queue before being actioned. It was rationalised that, on these

projects, the rate of design was outpacing the rate of synthesis and

a backlog was created. This was seen as undesirable because the

latest data were not being incorporated into these designs and

many designs were never actioned despite a significant design

input. Conversely, there were some projects where design ideas

were realised quickly. Surprisingly, on further investigation, this

was also found to be undesirable because the overall quality of

designs going forward was assessed to be lower to keep up with a

high rate of synthesis (in terms of knowledge derived from each

compound) – with increased pressure on the design team to keep

pace with the synthesis rate.

More-efficient design
A mismatch between the capacity in ‘make’ and the capacity in

‘design’ is wasteful and undesirable. To face the challenge of a

backlog in design the concept of a design inventory was intro-

duced (i.e. a limit was put on the number of different design

hypotheses that should be in active design at any one time).

The limit for each project was determined as a function of the

synthesis rate per design hypothesis for that project, plus some

additional capacity to anticipate expected attrition. Thus the limit

for ‘in design’ was set to the current weekly rate of synthesis plus

3.0 (rounded up to the nearest integer) and, similarly, the limit for

‘design locked’ was set as rate plus 1.5 (rounded up). Effectively,

the design ideas were ‘funnelled’ towards the capacity of the

synthesis resource. A lower limit in ‘design locked’ was also

enforced to ensure at least one design hypothesis was fully pre-

pared at all times and ready to be pulled into synthesis. In this way,

the rates of design and synthesis were synchronised.

Finally, the imposed limits were exposed in the visual progress

chart to make the recommendations clear to all on the project.

Visible warnings were presented for projects breaching the limits.

So that ideas were not limited and innovation was not stifled, no
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FIGURE 4

An example progress chart, built from the design ideas contained in the Compound Design Database. Each coloured box represents a design idea with colouring

by user-defined categorisation (in this example by defined substructure types). The numbers that append each design idea name indicate how many compounds

have been registered versus the total assigned to that idea.
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limits were set for ‘new’ design ideas, although design activity was

limited on these ideas until they had progressed to ‘in design’.

The introduction of a design inventory had an enormous impact

on the time taken from initial idea to compound in the bottle. Fig. 5

shows three representative projects that were active before and after

these changes came into effect. Project 3 is an example of a project

where, owing to multistep synthetic routes, the throughput of

‘make’ was limited and, owing to the rate of design exceeding that

of make, a long delay had come into being before design ideas could

be progressed into synthesis. It can be clearly seen that the time
TABLE 1

Description of status indicators used in the visual progress chart

Status Activity

New Hypothesis stated in outline, design team make

In design Hypothesis developed, supporting information g

Design locked Hypothesis and specific compounds approved b

Work in progress Active synthesis in progress.

Synthesis complete All synthesis completed, testing of compounds p

Analysis complete All testing completed, design team have analyse
taken in the latter time period is greatly reduced and so the time

from initial idea to compound synthesised is less than half that of

the previous situation. The application of this principle not only

benefits a ‘slow’ project but has clear benefits for all projects running

at the time. Note that this is not thought to be solely a consequence

of the length of time these projects had been running; new projects

in the portfolio in the latter time period showed similar mean times

for design (data not shown).

The challenge of low quality design, where the rate of synthesis

outstrips the rate of design, was also confronted. In simple terms,
s decision to progress based on merits of the hypothesis.

athered, potential compounds suggested.

y design team, synthesis team begin investigation of route and reagents.

roceeding.

d the results and made decisions (including generation of new hypotheses).
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FIGURE 5

The mean number of calendar days for ‘design’ (D) and ‘make’ (M) per design hypothesis for three representative projects. Two 12-month periods are shown with

the former being before implementation of improvement projects and the latter being after improvements became embedded.
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one can imagine reducing the resource in synthesis to equalise the

design and make rates. This was deemed to be undesirable on the

project at the time. One can also imagine increasing the number of

designers on the project to increase the rate of design. The for-

mation of design teams addressed this to an extent, but resource

here was still limited. The solution arrived at was to block out

sufficient time in the calendar every week solely for the purpose of

analysing the latest data and designing new compounds. By

protecting this time and preventing meetings from being booked,

the existing designers were able to be more productive and thus

achieve higher design quality overall.

Reception and legacy
Tools that are perceived to regulate the inherently creative process

of drug design can understandably meet resistance from potential

users, particularly if they are ‘imposed’ upon end users. By con-

trast, the Compound Design Database grew up initially within a

small number of projects because they had a need for it. In general,

design teams warmly adopted the tool and it continued to evolve

in response to these users.

Adoption outside the initial user-group was driven by word of

mouth and so the Compound Design Database found positive

response from many users. Again the flexibility of the system

enabled it to evolve to suit local practices and procedures.

Although many people liked it, resistance was met from users

who struggled with some of the less user-friendly aspects of the

system, in particular the necessity to edit design ideas using wiki

markup and the reliance on SMILES for molecular representation.

During this phase the use of the Compound Design Database was

never mandatory, but it did find use across many projects and

multiple R&D sites within AstraZeneca.

Having demonstrated its effectiveness the potential of the tool

was clearly recognised. However, the infrastructure underpinning

the tool was deemed unsuitable for long-term support. As such, a

more robust successor tool was created based on the same
146 www.drugdiscoverytoday.com
philosophy, but using the Django toolkit (http://www.djangopro-

ject.com). The successor tool, named Design Tracker, is signifi-

cantly more robust than the Compound Design Database and is

now standard for use on all drug discovery projects at AstraZeneca

and, along with design teams and hypothesis-driven design, the

use of Design Tracker is an integral part of how chemistry design

operates at AstraZeneca today.

Concluding remarks
Herein the creation of a novel software tool to support collabora-

tion, transparency and data-sharing for compound design in drug

discovery is reported. The tool is an essential component of a new

way of working, where the emphasis is on hypothesis-driven

design through the formation of collaborative design teams.

The software, inspired by wikis and social networks, employs

the principles of Web2.0 to create an open-access, highly flexible

tool, able to consume data from multiple sources and present slices

of these data in meaningful ways to a variety of user roles.

The importance of the visual progress chart for viewing and

managing workload and rate of work across disciplines has been

emphasised. The use of the tool to track work practises and identify

suboptimal parts of the process has also been described.

The concept of a design inventory was introduced to working

practices and this has been shown to prevent time wasted at the

design stage and to have greatly reduced the time taken to realise

design ideas as compounds in the bottle. Similarly the issue of low-

quality, under-design was tackled by enshrining time in the sche-

dules solely for the analysis of new data and new design. Together

with separate improvements of the ‘test’ process the time taken for

each DMTA cycle to complete has been greatly reduced, enabling

more design iterations in the same period of time while simulta-

neously maintaining or improving the quality of compound design.

Within the lifetime of a project, DMTA represents just one

contributory sub-process towards delivering a successful proof of

concept and, ultimately, a drug. So far there has been insufficient

http://www.djangoproject.com/
http://www.djangoproject.com/
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time to assess whether the overall increase in quality has led to

increased project success in development but we feel this is an

important step on the journey to achieving this ultimate goal.

Moreover, reducing the time spent optimising compounds in dis-

covery is a competitive advantage, regardless of the outcome of

clinical studies.
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